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1 Introduction

Privileged Access Management (PAM) solutions are critical cybersecurity controls that address the

security risks associated with the use of privileged access in organizations and companies.

Traditionally, there have been primarily two types of privileged users.  

Privileged IT users are those who need access to the IT infrastructure supporting the business.

Such permissions are usually granted to IT admins who need access to system accounts, software

accounts or operational accounts. These are often referred to as superusers

There are now also privileged business users, those who need access to sensitive data and

information assets such as HR records, payroll details, financial information or intellectual

property, and social media accounts. 

The picture has become more complicated with many more of these non-traditional users

requiring and getting privileged access to IT and business data. Some will be employees working

on special projects, others may be developers building applications or third-party contractual

workers. With the onset of digital transformation, organizations have seen the number of privilege

users multiply as new types of operations such as DevOps have needed access to privileged

accounts.

In recent years, PAM solutions have become more sophisticated making them robust security

management tools in themselves. While credential vaulting, password rotation, controlled

elevation and delegation of privileges, session establishment and activity monitoring are now

almost standard features, more advanced capabilities such as privileged user analytics, risk-based

session monitoring, advanced threat protection, and the ability to embrace PAM scenarios in an

enterprise governance program are becoming the new standard to protect against today’s threats

Many vendors are integrating these feature into comprehensive PAM suites while a new

generation of providers are targeting niche areas of privileged access management Overall it’s one

of the more dynamic and interesting parts of security and access management.

Among the key challenges that drive the need for privilege management are: 

Abuse of shared credentials

Abuse of elevated privileges by unauthorized users

Hijacking of privileged credentials by cyber-criminals

Abuse of privileges on third-party systems

Accidental misuse of elevated privileges by users
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The requirement to perform attestations on privileged users and admin accounts

Furthermore, there are several other operational, governance and regulatory requirements

associated with privileged access:

Discovery of shared accounts, software and service accounts across the IT infrastructure

Identifying and tracking of ownership of privileged accounts throughout their lifecycle

Establishing Single Sign-on sessions to target systems for better operational efficiency of

administrators

Auditing, recording and monitoring of privileged activities for regulatory compliance

Managing, restricting, and monitoring administrative access of IT outsourcing vendors

and MSPs to internal IT systems

Managing, restricting, and monitoring administrative access of internal users to cloud

services

In recent years, PAM solutions have become more sophisticated making them robust security

management tools. While credential vaulting, password rotation, privilege delegation and activity

monitoring are now more common, more advanced capabilities such as privileged user analytics,

risk-based session monitoring, advanced threat protection, and the ability to embrace PAM into

an enterprise governance program are the new standard to protect against today’s threats in

complex environments
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2 Highlights

Why the increased numbers of privilege accounts across the organization puts extra

pressure on existing PAM solutions

The complexity of modern organizations and user behaviour can expose rules-based

authentication

PAM solutions need better integration with third party applications to meet risk and

security challenges

AI and machine learning technology applied to PAM can deliver improvements to the

security and risk posture of organizations

An adaptive approach to authentication can allow for contextual anomalies and reduce

false positives
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3 Challenges and drivers influencing PAM buying decisions today

PAM solutions will have an increasingly central role to play in ensuring that only the right people,

applications and machines have access to data as and when they require it. Unsecure agile IT environments

are a goldmine to criminal hackers. 

More sophisticated analytics built into PAM will deliver greater insight into the who, what and

why of privileged accounts in real time. For example, analytics using machine learning can scope

digital footprints, define what is normal and build user baseline controls across the organization.

The granularity of such tools means that anomalies such as a normally slow typist suddenly

becomes fast or dual usage of a single privilege account can be flagged and assessed. Identifying

apparently unusual events in real time and applying a risk assessment will result in fewer false

positives, keep workflows open and allow users to get on with their jobs. 

There is a risk that CEOs and other senior business figures, impressed with the returns

that agile methods have already delivered, will sanction further loosening of processes

before due diligence on security and compliance is undertaken

That slow typist may just have realized he or she is about to miss a deadline for example, or the

request for a rarely used or brand-new privilege may be because of participation on a special

project or role change. Fundamental to the future of PAM is that not l just about providing access

to admins and help desk operatives but the new operating environment where many more people

and devices will need privileged access for many different reasons. 

Included here will be the growth of consumer identities that will soon share the enterprise space

as organizations seek to improve marketing through digital channels – opening new routes to

market but also risk. All of this puts a new responsibility on to the developers of PAM solutions to

make them both more flexible but also easy to use and provide the zero-trust access that meets

the security demands of the digital business. The new demands will also lead to wider adoption of

automation and AI tools in security platforms that will help relieve the load on security

administrators.

3.1 Business Technology

The changes in business technology have had significant impact on PAM and will continue to do

so. The challenge to keep up with technology changes is made harder by the fact that so many
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changes have come at such a rapid rate. Each one of these major changes has led to a

proliferation of privileged accounts and made it harder to keep track of who has access to them.

IT security and risk managers are advised that these processes are constantly evolving and not one-

off projects and will be joined by others. 

Many people think that cloud is already widely adopted across all sectors, but organizations are in

many stages of cloud adoption from only just beginning the shift to already running a

combination of public, private and hybrid cloud environments. The same is true of other key

technology trends in the list such as virtualization and automation. AI and machine learning are

very much part of this future too as they will be used to manage digital transformation as well as

provide tools for managing other parts of the IT estate, including IT security and identity

management.  

Figure 1: The business and security trends affecting PAM in modern organizations (Source: KuppingerCole)

3.2 Business Processes

Technology changes are related to changes in business processes and usually the demand will

precede the solution or application. Other times, a new technology will be adopted for business

use without a management application being available. A good example was the take off in mobile

access triggered by the launch of the original iPhone in 2007 – suddenly executives everywhere

wanted access to email and services via their smartphone putting instant pressure on existing IAM

platforms.

But more often business processes are driven by changes made outside the organization. A good
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example is the increase in compliance rules such as GDPR that organizations must meet if not to

suffer heavy penalties. Unprotected privileged accounts are often the cause of data loss resulting

in such penalties. Other trend such as collaborative working, vendor access and customer access

are relatively new but are driven by the desire to become more competitive and reduce

development times for products and services. 

It is inevitable that these processes will involve privileged access for many more users – including,

significantly, those from outside the organization. Businesses will be looking for solutions that can

give them forewarning of privileged account abuse, something that AI and machine learning is

well suited for. 

3.3 Security Integrations

Privilege Access Management contributes to the security posture of the organization and therefor

it is important that it doesn’t exist in a siloed environment. There have been many good

developments in cyber security that provide enhanced control and analytics that are well placed to

work with PAM solutions. By either integrating or providing third party support for these tools,

PAM solution become a valuable part of the security portfolio.

Single sign on (SSO) and multi-factor authentication (MFA) make perfect sense to increase

convenience and security of using privilege accounts but more recent trend such as customer

integration into business processes mean that new tools such as Consumer Identity and

Management (CIAM) are becoming essential. Compliance demands are such that organizations

need to keep a tight hold on what happens with privileged accounts and to prevent possible

breaches as well as understand how a breach may have occurred. For this reason, Security Incident

and Event Management (SIEM) platforms as well analytics engines are now almost essential

partners of PAM.

3.4 Security Processes

As mentioned in 3.3, analytics and event management are essential for any organization as

cybercrime and hacks are commonplace, few organizations will escape a breach or attack. The

growth of digital transformation and the increase in privileged accounts has made it essential that

these are monitored and factored into any existing security management systems. When breaches

do occur, investigators will want to see full disclosure of privilege account activity and incident

response units will want to get the organization back on track as soon as possible. Finally,

privilege accounts PAM solutions must be subject to risk assessment and analysis to ensure that

the organization is within measured risk parameters

Given the complexity and speed of change of the modern organization a PAM solution must do

more than simply provide privileged account access. It needs to be capable of monitoring access

from an easy to understand central dashboard and be able to reach into the extended network so

that third parties, contractors and remote workers are monitored and given the right access when
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they need it. The best PAM solution must also go further and allow tiered privilege access so that

line managers can grant access to certain employees and groups.

While credential vaulting, password rotation, controlled elevation and delegation are important,

modern PAM should also offer privileged user analytics, risk-based session monitoring and

advanced threat protection. It should also be able to flag suspicious behaviour with blocking

procedures automatically activated by PAM without need for human intervention, once red flags

have been set. 

All of these tasks are great examples of how AI and machine learning can step in to make

anomaly detection more accurate, and learn better than humans when red flags are real and when

they be part of particular circumstances=such as maintenance windows during the summer break ,

activities at year’s end or major rollouts and updates. This is the challenge for AI within PAM. 
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4 The basics of AI and machine learning

Before we look at how AI and machine learning can assist in PAM solutions, it’s a good idea to understand

the difference between the two, and other aspects of AI related terminology that are now making their way

into enterprise IT. In the next decade various forms of artificial intelligence will be an everyday resource in

business environments.

Artificial Intelligence (AI): The science of making computers solve tasks that usually require

human intelligence. General AI should work and behave like human subjects – as opposed to

applied AI, which is focused on specific problems. We are still some way from applied AI being

commonly used in business environments 

Machine Learning (ML): The most common form of AI found in usage today whereby machines

learn how to perform task typically performed by humans. Algorithms assist in the learning

process so that machines learn by experience from observing patterns and look for anomalies 

Deep Learning: A subset of machine learning, focused on artificial neural networks.

AI research is mostly focused on machine learning. Machine learning algorithms have been around

for many years but have only been practical to use for the last 10-20 years, thanks to increases in

processing power of modern computers.

Figure 2: Definitions of Artificial Intelligence (Source: KuppingerCole)
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5 How AI and machine learning can assist PAM

AI and machine learning are already being used in other areas of enterprise IT in order to provide greater

insight into patterns and workflows within the operating environment. Some anti-malware solutions are

now using algorithms to recognize zero-day attacks. Given the importance of protecting privilege accounts

it makes sense for AI and machine learning techniques be applied to assist PAM solutions.

Security applications already use data in order to make decisions, and in the process create data.

Anti-malware software must decide whether software trying to gain entry to systems is malicious

or not, while Identity and Access Management components (IAM) must decide if people (or

machines) are who they say they are and whether they should be granted access. However, both

these and other examples rely on a call to a database of predefined rules and parameters in order

to make that decision. This is one reason why privileged account management can sometimes fail

if bad actors get hold of the credentials for privilege accounts; the controller only recognizes only

that the credentials match and will allow access.

In one notorious case, a German hacker was able to recreate the fingerprint of the

German Minister of Defence using high-resolution photographs taken at a press

conference. 

Multi-factor authentication can go some way to reducing this risk while biometric techniques can

provide an extra layer of security through physical checks of fingerprints or faces. However, while

both provide an extra layer of security, in current incarnations they also add another layer of

inconvenience for end users and admins. These also remain reliant on predefined credentials and

fixed rules; checking a face or fingerprint matches the right credentials in the database and so on. 

Biometrics can be, and have been, hacked also – fingerprints can be harvested and in the age of

social media, we put our faces everywhere that hackers are more than happy to match to

accounts. In one notorious case, a German hacker was able to recreate the fingerprint of the

German Minister of Defence using high-resolution photographs taken at a press conference

1 

 .

Therefore, to meet the challenges of protecting increased numbers of privileged accounts within

organizations new techniques are clearly needed for future access management solutions. 

How artificial intelligence could strengthen PAM solutions

While the best PAM solutions do a good job of protecting privileged accounts as longs as they are

set up correctly and chosen well to match the requirements of the organization, they are not
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infallible and PAM vendors and buyers should always investigate new technology that may

improve the efficacy of existing PAM solutions. 

As the analytics engine acquires more knowledge, it becomes more expert at spotting

anomalies, raising alerts and predicting system failure.

Many PAM solutions are based on checking identity only, whereas it is possible that advanced

analytics powered by AI could ask, in milliseconds, a lot more about the person trying to gain

access to a privileged account. In addition to existing authentication, an AI based PAM system

could identify more about the subject based on login behavioral patterns, geolocation, time of

logon and how many times access has been sought or if it is a first-time request. 

Combining AI with Adaptive Authentication will allow analysis of how a user enters their

password, do the keystrokes match the usual pattern, or will a further form of authentication be

required? With access to AI based analytics engines the PAM solution can make a granular access

decision and lower the risk of allowing bad actors in, as well reducing false positives. The risk

score can be generated in real time. In addition, the AI engine learns from every access request

and how users use data within the organization. As the analytics engine acquires more knowledge,

it becomes more expert at spotting anomalies, raising alerts and predicting system failure. 

While an analytics engine may soon recognize a user’s normal pattern of behaviors, it should be

smart enough to know when that same user is acting unusually but possibly for a good reason,

and to create an alert. This hard for conventional PAM which may just pass the request or block

without further action. Context awareness is increasingly important in access management

situations.

All of this could be integrated into a PAM solution with AI driven insights accessible from the

dashboard and used to generate reports for audit and investigation purposes. Such data would

also be invaluable to Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) solutions which are

increasingly being integrated into PAM platforms.

Future developments

While social media activity poses a risk to privilege accounts, it could conceivably be used to help

block unauthorized access by analyzing a user’s digital footprint, although this would have to be

carefully managed to avoid breaching privacy laws. However, the principle that monitoring a

pattern of digital behaviour could point to future malicious intent holds true and machine learning

or AI applied to such data would be invaluable in determining a possible outcome. Alerts can then

be triggered if anomalous behaviour suggests that access should be blocked.
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The key advantages of applying AI based threat analytics to PAM are:

Deeper insights into privilege account activity, user activity and access request processed

in real-time

Provide third party SIEM platforms with granular data on incidents and potential

vulnerabilities in privilege accounts

Calculate a risk score for existing and new privilege account users

Track and learn user behaviour and flag any deviations from regular patterns

Analyse session records for anomalies and suspicious behaviour

Provide context to access requests and reduce false positives
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6 ARCON Knight Analytics applies artificial intelligence to PAM

ARCON was founded in the UK with an R&D center in Mumbai, India back in 2006. Now headquartered in

Mumbai, ARCON specialises in Privilege Management solutions, compliance management and user

behaviour analytics. It has developed an AI analytics engine to work directly with its PAM platform. 

ARCON has developed Knight Analytics, an AI tool that combines machine learning with

algorithms capable of analyzing enterprise data to enable administrators to make better informed

privileged access decisions. Access data is analysed by the Knight Analytics engine to detect,

predict, and display evolving threats, attack patterns, risky patterns and suspicious behaviour. It

also logs behaviour anomalies detected within the ARCON | PAM solution and combines these

with the overall data to further understand the risk posture of an organization.

Knight Analytics uses a neural network based on a predict, prevent and protect philosophy. The

neural network creates a separate node for every privileged user so the behaviour of one does not

impact the analysis of another. 

The system is designed to create risk scores for individual users form AI based analytics on which

future privileged access decisions can be made. Risky privileged entitlements ideally require both

role and rule-based control over users. As soon as the tool clusters data on risky behaviour

profiles and users’ anomalies, AI driven analytics kick in to generate a risk score based on the

historical data of users. By analyzing data in real time privileged access management decisions are

adaptive and less dependent on fixed rules.

Based on the risk-scores, a security team can then decide whether to grant or revoke privileged

entitlements. The use of analytics gives administrators stronger evidence and risk-based data on

whether to grant access or not. Algorithms use privileged users’ logged data to identify risky

profiles. The algorithms can spot a user or group of user’s deviances from baseline activities,

cluster them and give an alert.

An IT security team can also predict anomalies around privileged identities and mitigate potential

data breach threats. The mechanism enables IT security team to keep a tab on internal frauds,

social engineering, and compromised insiders. Key to the process is the shift from risk monitoring

to risk prediction for protecting privileged accounts.  

Spection

Spection is a pure analytics engine. It allows the discovery, interpretation, and communication of

meaningful patterns in data. It also entails applying data patterns towards effective decision

making. Spection has an elaborate filtering system that lets a user visualize all the data through

multiple views, with the relevant statistics and graphs to help a user make choices. It gives the
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user complete control and freedom in shaping a report. It uses machine learning to help users

personalize their data viewing and report building experience. In other words, Spection can be

understood as the connection between ARCON PAM data and effective decision making within an

organization.

Adaptive authentication

As part of the solution ARCON offers adaptive authentication based on keystrokes at login. The

agent learns on the keystroke behavior of each user. Each user gets certain traits like signature,

pace and active timings. If the keystroke behavior of a user does not match previous attempts, the

user is prompted for a dual factor. The agent is flexible and keeps room for false positives and

denies entry for anything but true positives. It picks up on the subtle hints of your typing, what

we call signature, which would be impossible to find using traditional programming. By applying

analytics to the process admins can determine whether this is the right person who just happens

to be typing differently on this occasion or an unauthorized user. Without AI and adaptive

capability this would be difficult to pick up.

Figure 3: Key stroke analysis in the Arcon Knight AI tool

Continuous facial recognition 

Biometric authentication is supported with continuous facial recognition. The agent scans for a

face at repeated intervals. A logged in user will be automatically logged out if he or she moves

from their seat. This gives PAM an extra layer of security. If a different user then tries to log in or

the face scan somehow fails at recognizing their face, they will be immediately logged out. The
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agent even keeps a track of all the failed attempts, increasing security for those associated users.

Automated characterization

The characterization agent analyses aspects of a user’s behaviour, interests and habits to make

predictions or decisions about them. ARCON |PAM obtains information about individuals from a

variety of different sources. It analyses this information to classify people into different groups or

sectors. This identifies correlations between different behaviours to create characters for

individuals. 

PAM uses characterization to:  

Automate service requests (as suggestions)

Suggest repetitive processes and actions

Cluster users for monitoring and visualizing anomalies

Figure 3: A time series visualization of all the commands fired. The higher and larger the bubble, the riskier

that command is.

The risk scores that are generated from the deep neural networks are displayed in the Knight

Analytics tab. The risk score can be visualized in over 6 different views. Mainly it allows you to see

counts of risky commands fired over all the user and service groups. You can further drill down

into the user group to see all the users in that group and the commands fired by them. You can

further drill down into each user to see all the services used and commands fired on them.
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Similarly, you can drill down into service groups and services. 

In each of the graphs, the risky commands are placed higher on top and with larger bubble sizes.

The graphs also provide a toolbar that allows user interactivity and a more immersive experience.

It allows the user to zoom in from years to hours. The commands details are displayed on

hovering over the bubble. The graphs can be saved, measured and expanded. ARCON Knight

Analytics also gives the user complete control over viewing these risk scores with filters for

various parameters.

Future work

The following is currently under development in ARCON | PAM:

1. Automated approval using characterization.

2. Overall intent detection for each session

3. Detection of data exfiltration
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7 Recommendations

Having decided that a PAM solution is needed for the organization there are several important steps to take

in preparation to ensure the right solution is chosen. These include scoping out the extent of current access

in the organization and how passwords and access is currently managed. Once vulnerabilities and risk

posture are established, along with business expectations, the correct PAM choice should become clearer.

At KuppingerCole we would recommend any organization that uses privileged accounts invest in a

PAM solution but only after an audit of how many privileged accounts are used within the

operating environment. Once the number of privileged accounts is logged and how they are used

is established the organization can decide what kind of solution is suitable. 

This process and its outcome will depend much on the size of the organization, number of users

and partners, cloud usage, industry sector and so on. Whatever the blueprint of the organization,

it’s important to establish which users and systems are to be categorized as high priority or

business critical and work down from there. 

An advantage of this process is that it will expose how rigorous the control of privileged accounts

and shared accounts is currently and subsequently its effect on security posture and exposure to

risk. A PAM solution should be able to regulate privileged accounts and remove the need for

vulnerable shared accounts.

A PAM solution should easily regulate privileged accounts and remove the need for

vulnerable shared accounts. 

Organizations should ensure any PAM solution is featured to enable Least Privilege access for all

privileged accounts. This will allow system admins to grant or revoke access easily and quickly so

that all users get access to only those resources they need to do a job and no more. This is

particularly useful for control of guest accounts, contractors and partners who only need access on

a project by project or time limited basis. As organizations embrace cloud, multiplying end points

and collaborative working, agile and easy application of Least Privilege is an essential component

for PAM.

Cost is an important factor when choosing PAM but should be factored in once the initial audit

and risk assessment has been completed for the organization, so then a risk versus cost

assessment can be completed. It then should be a question of looking at the feature list of any

PAM solution, how easy it is to configure and make changes to controls, upgrades and scaling to
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future demands as the business changes. 

Integration with other existing security tools such as SIEM is a major consideration to get the

most from a PAM solution’s session logs and auditing features. Ease of use and configuration

should therefore be a primary consideration. This is important for administrators and for end

users who need to access data quickly to get tasks completed. Other important integrations

include MFA, RPA and public cloud support.

PAM is a growing, dynamic market with more vendors appearing on the scene as well as VC

money being directed at promising start-ups in the space. Such competition and investment

drives innovation which should see broad based development of PAM over the next five years as

the digital enterprise develops. Vendors will embrace AI and other tools to automate the

fundamentals of privileged access management and enable better control of privilege accounts in

the digital enterprise. 
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Endnotes

1 Forbes http://bit.ly/3b6xG8R
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view on the information security market segments, covering all relevant aspects like: Identity and

Access Management (IAM), Governance & Auditing Tools, Cloud and Virtualization Security,

Information Protection, Mobile as well as Software Security, System and Network Security,

Security Monitoring, Analytics & Reporting, Governance, and Organization & Policies.

For further information, please contact clients@kuppingercole.com.
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